Summer Heat:
Best Grills of the Summer
The results are in: the hottest grill of 2019 is the Weber Spirit II E-210 2-Burner Propane Gas Grill.
The 2-burner, 26,500 BTU setup provides ultimate heat distribution, cooking burgers to perfection.
With 360 sq. in. of cooking area, this grill can handle a large backyard party effortlessly. The 90 sq.
in. warming rack is nothing to shake a stick at either.

Like many of the newer Webers, the E-210 offers the upgraded GS4 grilling system.
This four-pronged system combines high-end tech with the timeless tradition of grilling.
An infinity ignition makes startup quick and the high-performance burners, coupled
with the classic Weber bars, seal in the flavor without too much cleanup. The
grease-management system can easily handle any of that after-grilling mess.

It seems no elements were overlooked in designing the E-210. An open cart and six tool
hooks mean everything is within reach. The E-210 provides convenience and
accessibility that any grill master will drool over. With a comprehensive 10-year
warranty, this Weber is a steal.

If the E-210 has you excited but wanting more, don’t worry. The Weber Spirit II E-310
3-Burner Propane Gas Grill is the next-level grill. The E-310 offers more space and
functionality at a slightly higher price. This price difference hasn’t stopped it from
receiving rave reviews, however, and the E-310 is a crowd-pleaser.

In comparison, the E-310 has more space: 529 sq. in. of cooking area including a 105
sq. in. warning rack, to be exact. That extra 169 sq. in. packs in 3 burners and a 30,000
BTU GS4 grilling system. It also allows for reversible cooking grates for a more
precise and flavorful finished product.

Because Weber makes both the E-210 and E-310, many convenience factors can be
found in both models. The E-310 has the same open cart design and number of tool
hooks for ease and accessibility. Plus, the larger E-310 still includes a comprehensive
warranty.
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